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ABSTRACT 

The performance of resource-constrained project scheduling heuristics 

of the serial and parallel type is studied. A bound is derived which describes 

the worst-case behavior of such heuristics for the objective of minimizing 

project duration. A second bound, which is similar in nature to one originally 

proposed in the context of processor list scheduling anomalies, relates the 

performance of an~ two scheduling heuristics (serial or parallel) for the case 

of unit consumption of one resource type. Examples, showing the bouqds to be 

best possible, are included. 

· First draft. Comments welcome. 



PERFO&~CE BOUNDS FOR RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED 

PROJECT SCHEDULING HEURISTICS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Classical project scheduling techniques, such as PERT and CP~, 

implicitly assume that resources are available at their technologically deter

mined start times. In practice, however, activities often demand more resources 

than are available. When this happens, a decision must be made regarding which 

activities to delay and which activities to schedule. 

This constrained-resource problem has not yielded readily to analyti

cal solution techniques (for a review see [s] and [11] ). Because o~ this 

apparent computational intractability, numerous efforts have been expended in 

developing computer-based heuristic solution procedures. Hhile massive efforts 

have been expended in developing heuristic scheduling algorithms, comparatively 

less effort has been expended in measuring the relative effectiveness of the 

heuristics which th~y employ ( [ 7] , [ 14] ) . 

In this paper we study the performance of resource-constrained project 

scheduling heuristics. The next Section formally defines the resource-constrained 

project scheduling problem by means of a zero-one problem formulation, and out

lines the basic nature of the scheduling heuristics employed. § III qescribes 

the basic nature of the approach used in this paper and its relation to similar 

efforts in other fields of study. In § IV a bound is derived which describes 

the worst-case behavior of scheduling heuristics of the type discussed, for the 

objective of minimizing project duration. § V introduces a bound (similar in 

nature to one originally derived by Graham [10] in the context of processor 

list scheduling anomalies) which relates the performance of any two ~cheduling 

heuristics of the type to be discussed in the next Section, on problems ~~ere 

activities are allowed unit consumption of a single resource type. Examples, 

showing the bounds to be best possible, are included. 
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II. THE RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED PROSECT SCHEDULING PROBLEH. 

The resource-constrained project scheduling problem can be 

defined by means of a zero-one problem formulation [16] • 

Let 

j =activity number, j = 1,2, ••• , N, 

2. 

t =time period, t = 1,2, ••• , T (T equals the last period in the scheduling 

horizon), 

k =resource number, k =-1,2, ••• , K, 

CP =the critical path length of the project (in time periods t), 

d. =duration of job j, 
J 

e = the earliest possible period by which the project could be completed 

(by virtue of precedence constraints), 

e. = the earliest possible period in which activity j could be completed 
J 

(by virtue of activity precedence constraints), 

R.. = the latest 
J 

period in which activity j could be completed 

(by virtue of activity precedence constraints and due date), 

rjk = amount of resource k required during each time period of activity j's 

duration, 

~ = amount of resource k available during each scheduling period (assumed 

constant), 

xjt == 1 if activity J is completed in period t, 

= 0 otherwise, 

(x. = 0 fort< e. and t > t.), 
]t J J 

x = 1 in period t if all activities have been completed by period t, 
t 

= 0 otherwise, 

(X = 0 for t < e). 
t 

The objective is to minimize project duration, subject to activity 

precedence and resource constraints. Since minimizing the duration of a project 

is equivalent to maximizing the number of time periods remaining after project 

completion, the zero-one formulation of the problem is 
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n, precedence constraints, 

(5) ~jq ~ ~, t = 1 ,2, ••• , T, k = 1,2, ••• , K, resource constraint~ 
j=l q=t 

See [16] for a derivation of the constraints. ( <· denotes "immediately 

precedes"). 

Attempts to solve this problem by linear [18] , integer [3] 
quadratic [2] , and zero-one progrannning ( [ 15] , [t6] ) , as well as by bounded 

enumeration [6] and branch-and-bound [12] have been succesful only on small sets 

of moderate size projects [14] . For the majority of practical project scheduling 

problems, the methods are inappropriate. Because of this apparent com~utational 

intractability, numerous efforts have been expended in developing computer-

based heuristic solution procedures in order to determine feasible solutions 

to the problem. 

Busically, all h~u~istics are approaches to allocate the resources to 

the acti•.~iti,~s. The fo.!.LJ~.;rL;g two approaches are commonly used [tl] . 

Activities are ranked in some order, e.g. in order of ascending arrow 

bead (or arrow tail). They are then scheduled in that order and also according 

to the availability of resources. An activity whose turn it is to be scheduled 
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but which requires unavailable resources is passed over for other activities 

wh$ ·:h can be scheduled with available resources, always respecting the precedence 

constraints. Ties must be broken by a secondary ranking; e.g. based on the ,~,, 
float time of the activities, the number of immediate successors, etc. 

I 

In this approach all the activities that ~ be scheduled during a 

time interval are considered. The activities are ranked in some fashion and 

scheduled according to resource availability; otherwise, the activities are 

delayed. Then the next time interval is considered, etc. 

III. THE PERFORHANCE BOUND APPROACH. 

One of the basic strategies often used in heuristic program validation 

~s to draw efficiency conclusions from a comparison of heuristic and optimal 

solutions on a battery of test problems [7] • This approach, however, shows 

the disadvantage that no insight is obtained in the worst-case solution attainable 

by applying any heuristic (see figure 1). For example, if for the majority of 

the test problems, the interval bounded by the optimal and wost-case project 

duration (if minimizing project duration is the problem ob§ective) is very 

narrow (figure l(b)), drawing conclusions about the "apparent" efficiency of 

some heuristics can be very deceptive. 

Fig. 1 • 
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Another strategy for heuristic program validation simply consists 

of comparing the performance of various heuristics relative to each other» 

usually by means of a factorial experiment to assess the effects of different l 
project scheduling heuristics on various measures of performance [14} • Here/ 

also, more insight can be obtained if something would be known abou~ the 

performance bounds of any two heuristics relative to each other. 

The apparent computational intractability of many commonly encountered 

optimization problems, especially those belonging to the recently studied class 

of "NP-complete" problems ( [1] , [13) ) , has stimulated research into the 

possibilities of proving "performance guarantees" for heuristic algorithms. 

Stated simply, the goal is to discover fast algorithms which, though not always 

finding optimal solutions, are guaranteed to find solutions that are "close" 

to optimal (for an annotated bibliography, see [8) ). These guarantees are 

usually quantified in terms of optimal solutions, stating for example that a 

particular algorithm constructs solutions that never differ in "cost" from 

optimal by more than some absolute constant or (more frequently) by some constant 

percentage of "optimal cost". To demonstrate the exactness of the proven 

bounds, usually corresponding examples are provided on which the algorithm 

performs poorly (see e.g. [9] ). If examples can be constructed which cause 

the algorithm to deviate from optimal by the maximum amount allowed by the 

proven bound, then the worst-case performance of the algorithm has been deter

mined exactly. In the next Section, such a worst-case bound is derived for 

resource-constrained project scheduling heuristics of the serial or parallel 

type discussed above. 

IV. WORST-CAS~ BEHAVIOR OF RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED PROJECT SCHEDULING HEURISTICS. 

Theorem 1. For an arbitrary activity network, subject to constraints (2)- (5), 

let w and w
0 

denote the length of an heuristic and optimal schedule res2ectively. 

Then 

L: d. w < j ] 

(6) w 

[~ 
0 

max {CP, max 
.k l ~ 
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}fureover, (6) represents a best possible bound; i.e., there is no smaller 

function of the corresponding variables which satisfies (6). 

Proof. We proceed by comparing an upper bound for w with a lower bound for 
,f.-
I 

Let Ik denote the total number of idle resource-time periods for I w • resourc~ 
0 

type k in an arbitrary schedule s. Then I 

w = max 
k 

Assume a schedule S' is obtained by placing all network activities ~n a series. 

We then have 

Ik = R 4 d. - ~ d. r.k. 
~1<: J J J J J 

Hence, for an arbitrary schedule S, 

I < R ~ d. - ~ d. r.k. 
k - 1<: J J J J J 

We therefore have 

(7) d)~ 3 dj 

Now, for an optimal scheduling discipline, it is known [ 15] that 

Combining (7) and (8), (6) is proved. 

We can show that (6) is in fact a best possible bound by the example 

shown in figure 2. 
j d. r. 

(0~~ 2 2 

2 

0 ~ 3 

4 2 
(Activity-on-Node) 

R = 2; CP = 4 

Fig. 2. Resource-constrained project example 
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An optimal schedule with w
0 

= 4 = CP is given in figure 3. Applying an 

heuristic procedure (serial £! parallel) that schedules activities according 

to increasing durations (the well-kno~SJO-rule in job-shop scheduling), 

yields the schedule of figure 4, for which w = 6. 

Hence 

6 
~ d. w J J = 4 = 

wo X: d. r. 
max { CP, J J J } 

R 

2 3 

4 

Fig. 3. Optimal schedule 

2 3 4 

• Fig. 4. Schedule obtained by SIC-heuristic. 

w = 4 
0 

' 

w = 6 
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V. THE SINGLE RESOURCE TYPE UNIT CONSUMPTION CASE 

If in the above problem (1- 5), the activities are only allowed 
1 

unit consumption of a single resource type, we have a special case of the so""-~ 
called disjunctive resource-constrained project scheduling problem ([4] , II 

[t 7] ) . 
' 

For this type of problem, the next theorem - similar to one originally derived 

by Graham [9] for processor list scheduling, but proven here in more concise 

terms - derives a performance bound on any two scheduling heuristics. First, 

however, it will be conveniert;t to detive the following lemma. 

Lemma I. Let S be tin. arbitriiry heu;ristic schedule (with completio-p time 

W(S)) for a resource-constrained acti.vity network ~ith rj = 1, for all j. 

Then there exists a 'chain of activities. 

such that whenever a resource unit is unused in (0, w(S)) one of the other 

resource units is consumed by an activity in the chain. x 

Proof. 

LetS be a valid schedule with schedule length w(S). Consider 

any activity j 1 with the latest completion time inS and let t. be the 
J I 

start time of j 1 inS. 

Suppose that at t. at least one resource unit is in an unused period i.e., 
J 1 ' 

there exixts an E,> 0 such that some resource unit is idle in (t. - E, 

) I b h . . d 1' Jl f t. + E • t must e true t at JI was not ass~gne ear ~er to one o the 

i~le resource units only because there exists some activity j 2 which finishes 

and which must precede t. ; i.e., j 2 J 1 
<• j I • 

x By a "resource unit" we mean one of the units of the number of resource type 
units available. 
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Now suppose that t. is not properly contained in the idle period 
• J 1 

of some other resource un~t. Let (t', t' + €), t' ~Of denote the latest 

interval of resource idle time short of tj • There must exist an ~ctivity 

j 2 ~ j 1 in execution during this interval! fot ~therwise j
1 

or one of its 

predecessors t:ould have been assigned during th:l.s iciie period. 

Focusing next on j 2 we can similarly argue that if there exists 

any idle time prior to t. , then there must also exist an activity .j
3 

<- j
2 

in execution during thisJ 2 idle period. Inductively, we arrive at.the 

desired chain of activities as summarized by the lemma. 

Using this lemma, we can easily establish the following bound on 

resource-constrained project scheduling heuristics. 

Theorem 2. Let J= {j 1_,_j 2, ···~ j } be a given set of network activities. 

Let R, d1_,_d2,_._ • ..!...!.....dn' £, and <· denote one choice for the number of 

available resource units, activity durations, heuristic activity qrderinJL_x, 

and partial precedence ordering respectively. Let R', di_,_d;, ••• , d~,ce' 

and 4 1 denote another such choice with the restrictions that d~ ~ d. 
-J---J 

Q _! j ~ n) and <·' C, <. Corresponding to these two choices let S 

and S' denote the heuristic schedules for J and let w and w' denote the 

respective schedule lengths. Then 

(9) 
w' 
- < w + 

R - 1 
R' 

This bound is best possible. 

Proof. 

Let I. denote the total amount of idle time on resource unit i in 
~ 

the interval (O,w) of S. Similarly define I~ for S'. Applying Lemma l to 
~ 

S' we arrive at a chain of activities 

x The ordered priority list (static or dynamic) emanating from the applica
tion of a serial or parallel heuristic will be denoted by£ • 
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J.t .;.' J.2 ""•' ........ ' J.' "" "" .... s 

such that whenever a resource unit i is idle in S' some activity in the 

chain is in execution. 

We can observe that 

R' 
(10) 1: 

i=l 
I! < (R' - 1) 
1.-

s 
E 

k=1 

simply because the total resource idle time cannot exceed that obtained when 

it is assumed that all remaining R' - 1 resource units are idle when one of 

the jk is in execution. Now since 

from which we obtain 

.(11) w > 
s 
1: 

k=l 

• • • <• j s 

d. > 
J -k 

<·' c 

As a result of ( 10) and (11) we can produce 

n R' 
w' = i' 

{ E d! + E I! } 
j=l J i=l l. 

the following inequality 

w' < R' { Rw + (R' - t)w } 

From this (9) follows directly. 

<·' 

from the relation 

In [9] and [to] Graham presents various examples in the context 

of processor list scheduling which show that not only is the bound of Theorem 

2 best possible but in fact can be achieved (asymptotically) by varying any 

one of the parameters. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has discussed some characteristics of the worst-case I 
behavior of resource-constrained project scheduling heuristics of the seriaf 

and parallel type. The first bound states the ratio of heuristic and optima,l 

schedule length always to be less or equal the ratio of the sum of activity I 
durations and the maximum of critical path length and maximum resqurce work 

content for a particular resource divided by the quantity of that resource 

available. 

For the unit consumption of a single resource case, the second 

bound shows, under certain assumptions, the performance of any two (serial 

or parallel) scheduling heuristics to be bounded by 2 minus the reciprocal of 

resource availability. 

Both bounds are shown to be best possible and may add some additional 

insight into the severe problem of resource-oonstrained project s~heduling 

heuristic validation • 
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